New York, Dec 26 1885

Thursday Cooper C. 2

I am curious to get the 16th

I made a report in conjunction with Mr. Rock

and the Engineer of the Harlem R.R. on the bridge of

that road on that part of it.

but have no copy of it.

I cannot say definitely about a Render bridge at 1893-4

They may have been or is the element of it.

I have a glimpse of the idea that there was one. The bridge and bridge

that ran the low ground here, was replaced it changed after

our report, of which agrees more from to and the Harlem R.R.

and the R.H.R.R. but are pretty much exist and I

cannot find any one that was connected with either

lined at that time. Perhaps if Rowland might recall

the bridge

Dr. G. E. Miller